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Abstract 
 

The main objective of this master’s thesis,” Development of an improved method to steer powder 

properties“, is to analyze data and explain statistically how two magnetic parameters Hc and Com 

deviate from their expectation after sintering and pressing. Recently it has been noticed that it is 

difficult to maintain product tolerances after sintering. The reason is that the properties of the final 

product can deviate by quite a lot. The deviance can depend upon a number of factors such as 

sintering furnace, position in furnace, furnace load, etc. All this makes powder production hard to 

control. A multivariate analysis has been performed on Hc and Com measurements mode during 

powder manufacture in order to understand how they are affected by different factors. Multivariate 

analysis results proved that some factors have a considerable effect on Hc and Com so that the 

properties of a manufactured product can be undesirable. Final Developed models were consistent 

and probably can be used to control powder production. However, testing of acquired models 

accuracies are suggested.  
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1. Introduction 
 

This thesis has been carried out at AB Sandvik Tooling at their cemented carbide production unit in 

Gimo. Sandvik Tooling is trade sector within the Sandvik Group. They manufacture tools and tooling 

systems for cutting operations as well as of blanks and components.  Sandvik is a world class 

company specialized in manufacturing of tools for metal cutting, equipment and tools for mining and 

construction industries, stainless materials, special alloys, metallic and ceramic resistance materials 

as well as process systems. 

 During production of powders, the quality  of these are controlled by taking a test sample which is 

then pressed and sintered and a number of magnetic parameters are measured. These give 

information about the size and quantity of carbide grains. Based on these measurements decisions 

are taken to extend milling time if Hc is too low or to add extra C1- or W2- additive to the powder to 

adjust the total carbon balance(measured by Com) with the intention of  getting desired properties. 

There are twelve large sintering furnaces and one small furnace for sample measurements. The issue 

is that the predicted properties for the final products from sample testing can diverge by quite a lot 

among the twelve big furnaces. Simply said the furnaces give different properties. Some furnaces 

provide higher/lower values of magnetic parameters than others. The consequence of this can be 

that a new powder does not behave as expected when used in production. 

Two types of data that have nine different powders with several observations were provided as excel 

files. In the first type of data, eight factors and two responses were identified. In second data type 

twenty one factors and two responses were identified. A multivariate analysis was then performed 

on these data In order to determine multiple regressions’ coefficients. These coefficients in turn shall 

hopefully enable the understanding of how the response variables are affected and help in the 

optimization of the powder production process.  

In order to extract needed information from the data, a multivariate analysis was performed with the 

help of SIMCA, software designed by Umetrics. The software has the ability to perform different 

statistically techniques. In this work, PLS (Partial least square) method has been applied for revealing 

the relationship between factors and predictors. The results are explained and presented in the 

shape of tables and figures. 

  

                                                           
1
 Carbon additives 

2
 Tungsten additives 
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2. Theory 

2.1. Multivariate analysis 
  

To understand a real world system or process, we study its dependence on the variables that 

influence it. Multivariate data analysis or MVDA is a statistical method that can be useful tool to 

extract information and obtain a clear picture of what is going on. 

MVDA has been successfully applied in various industries such as pharmaceutical, food and biotech 

processes, mineral processing etc.  One of the reasons why MVDA is being used so often these days is 

ready availability of computer programs to do the calculations. That makes complex problems easy 

to approach. 

 Several methods of MVDA are used, depending upon type and the objectivity of the analysis. This 

work is restricted on PLS method (Partial Least squares). Since PLS is grounded on PCA (Principal 

component analysis), a small introduction to PCA should thus be important for a better 

understanding of PLS.  

2.2. PCA 
 

In 1901 was the first time where PCA method was mentioned by Karl Pearson. He was working on 

problems in biometrics and believed that this was the correct solution. He did not actually propose a 

practical calculation method for more than two variables. Thirty two years later, Hotelling described 

practical computing methods but since the computations had to be done by hand doubts remained 

about the usefulness of this method when the number of variables is large. After the arrival of 

computer the method became widely used.  

The PCA is the basis of the multivariable analysis method. The objective of the technique is to 

identify patterns in data and express the data in such a way as to emphasize their similarities and 

differences. The PCA method uses an orthogonal transformation to convert a set of data 

(observation) that may be correlated in to a set of uncorrelated variables called principal component. 

The analysis of principal component involves actually finding eigenvalues and the corresponding 

eigenvectors of the sample covariance matrix. 

 Assume that you have a data with k variables   X1, X2…..,Xk for N observations as it is illustrated in 

Table 1. 
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Observations X1 X2 X3 X4 …………. Xk 

1 x11 x12 x13 x14  x1k 

2 x21 x22 x23 x24  x2k 

3 x31 x32 x33 x34  x3k 

4 x41 x42 x43 x44  x4k 

. .      

. .      
N xN1 xN2 xN3 xN4  xNk 

 

Table 1:  Data form for a PCA Analysis 

Calculate the samples covariance matrix C and find the eigenvalues      as well as corresponding 

eigenvectors     

 
  

 
 
 
 
 
                    

                    
 

 
                     

 
 
 
 

 

 

(1) 

 

 

Where covariance 

 
     

                  

     

 

   

 

 

(2) 
 

 

    

 

Uncorrelated Principals components tk are then evaluated as linear combination of X-variables with 

the coefficients aNk as follow: 

 

t1 =  a11X1 +  a12X2 +  a13X3 +  a14X4 +……… +  a1kXk 

t2 =  a21X1 +  a22X2 +  a23X3 +  a24X4 +……… +  a2kXk 

t3 =  a31X1 +  a32X2 +  a33X3 +  a34X4 +……… +  a3kXk 

t4 =  a41X1 +  a42X2 +  a43X3 +  a44X4 +……… +  a4kXk 

.       

.       

.       

tN =  aN1X1 +  aN2X2 +  aN3X3 +  aN4X4 +……… +  aNkXk 
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The lack of correlation is a useful property because they measure different dimensions of the data.  

The indices or principal components are ordered such as t1 is the most important and display the 

largest amount of variation and so on, i.e. Var(t1)>Var (t2)>…..Var(tN). The variances of the principal 

components are the eigenvalues of the covariance matrix C and weights (or coefficients) aNk (N=1, 

2…N) are corresponding eigenvectors. They are normalized so that 

 
      

 

   

 

 

(3) 

The principal component analysis helps to reduced dimensionality by negligent principal components 

with low variance. 

Geometrically, PCA [2] finds lines, planes and hyperplanes in K-dimensional space that approximate 

the data as well as possible in the least squares sense. Observations are projected either onto a line, 

if it is only one principal component either onto a plan, if they are two principal components, or onto 

hyper planes, if they are more than two principal components.  The new coordinate values of 

observations are known as X-scores and denoted t.  

A variable Xi forms a vector score ti 

 

 

            
 

 

 
 

(4) 

Where (N=1,2….N) 

 

 

   

 
 
 
 
 
   
   
   
 

    
 
 
 
 

 

 
 

(5) 

 

Variables ‘Scores build thus a matrix T 

 
      

 
(6) 

 

Where A is coefficient matrix, X represent variables matrix [X1  X2….Xk]  and T the score matrix   

 
 

                   
 

(7) 
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Where, t1 ,t2… tk are  variables’ scores vectors.  

 

Figure 1: Illustrates how observations are projected on a plan [1] 

Other important parameters that show how PCs (principal components) are related to original 

variables are known as loadings and denote  .  

 
 

             
 

(8) 

Where,     is an angle between     and variable axis k 

Like scores, loadings form as well a matrix P made by a set of loadings’ column vectors.  

 

 
 

                   
  

(9) 

Where, 
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Figure 2: Illustration of how loadings are evaluated [1] 

Any projected      point can be expressed as follow 

 

 

                
 

 

 

(10) 

Where     is the error 

Thus, X-matrix is 

 
 

X=TP’+E 
 

(11) 

 

Where  

  : Transposed loading matrix 

 : Scores matrix T 

 : The residual or error matrix, contain unexplained variation.  

2.2.1 Scaling and mean centering 
 

Variables often have largely different numerical ranges.  Since the procedure for PCA is based on 

variance method calculation, it follows that a variable with large variance is more likely to have a 

greater importance than a low-variance.  Hence, it is necessary to scale variables and mean center 

data so that they can remove the dependency of magnitude and have same importance.  There is 

different way of scaling data, but in this work unit variance (UV) scaling is used. UV-scaling multiplies 

each variable with the inverse of its standard deviation. This makes that long variables are shrunk 

and short variables are stretched so that variable can have equal footing. 
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(12) 

Where, 

    :  The scaled variable and    :the standard deviation. 

Mean center data is achieved by subtracting the variable’s mean value in each data entity. 

 
 

          
 

(13) 

 

 

Figure 3: UV scaling and mean centering of data [1] 

 

Hence, PCA transform   a data table X as follow: 

 
 

             
 

(14) 

 

Where, 

    : Transposed new scaled and mean centered variables matrix 

 : Scores matrix T 

  : Transposed loading matrix 

 : The residual or error matrix, contain unexplained variation.  

 

Note that the principal components (PCs) are orthogonal and PCA is not meaningful if original 

variables are uncorrelated.  Indeed best results are obtained when the original variables are highly 

correlated either positive or negative. 
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2.3. PLS 
 

PLS [1] stands for partial least squares (or projection on latent structures). It is a method that 

combines both PCA and multiple linear regressions. The method relates two data matrix X and Y, to 

each other by a linear multivariable model. PLS has the ability of analyzing data with many noise, 

collinear and even incomplete variation in both X and Y. 

Assume that we have N-observations, K-X variables and M-Y variables as figure 4 illustrate it. 

 

Figure 4: Setting up the X- and Y- spaces [1] 

Alike PCA, large variables have an influence on the model. The requirements of scaling to unit and 

centering data are indeed useful before analysis. A linear model is build by decomposing X and Y into 

bilinear terms. The procedure is the same as in PCA for modulating X variables. 

 
 

             
 

(15) 

Y- Variables are modulated as follow 

 
 

             
 

(16) 

 

Where  

    : Transposed new scaled and mean centered variables matrix 

 : Y- scores matrix U 

  : Transposed weights matrix that express correlation between Y and T(X) 

 : The residual or error matrix, contain unexplained variation.  

 

PLS involves in fact calculation of principal components scores for data matrix X and Y, and then set 

up a regression model between scores such as  
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U=1*T+H 
 

(17) 

Where, H: residual matrix 

The function is known as inner relation. 

 

 

Figure 5: Projection of X-data onto t1vs.t2 and Y-data onto u1vs.u2 [1] 

 

Inserting (17 into (16 gives the following: 

 
 

             
 

(18) 

Where, 

F: residual matrix 

 

Figure 6: Regression between u and t scores [1] 

Note that Y-scores are not necessarily orthogonal whereas they improve as much as possible the 

approximation of X- and Y- planes. 
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3. Software Program 

3.1. SIMCA-P 
 

SIMCA-P is a software package for performing multivariate data analysis (MVDA) and it is based on 

matrix algebra calculations. The software uses projections methods and finds correlation among 

multi-dimensions vectors. In turn, these correlations help to better understand the system and 

predict its behavior.  

After developing a model, SIMCA displays how well the data fit the developed model as well as how 

well the model can predict the new data. The model adequacy is the most interesting and important 

thing before drawing any conclusion. The result of the fit of the model can be displayed either as 

plots or as lists. Figure 7 bellow shows the model overview plot of 564 pounder blend’s Hc. The green 

chart illustrates how well the data fit the model and it is denoted R2. The blue chart illustrates how 

well the model can predict the new data and it is denoted Q2. 

 

Figure 7: Powder 564 Hc overview. The blue bar chart  Q2 is 60% and green  bar chart R2 is 70%. 

In fact, R2 is a coefficient of determination.  It indicates how well the regression line approximates 

the real data points. The value of R2 is range between 0 and 1. Hence, a value of 1 indicates that all 

data have been explained by the model. Whereas a value of 0 indicates that no value at all is 

explained by the model. R2 is calculated as follow: 

 

 

     
   

   
 

 

(19) 

Where,  

RSS: residual sum of squares  

TSS: total sum of squares 
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Q2 is goodness of prediction and it is a measure of the model predication quality. The calculation of 

Q2 involves actually the cross-validation. It is a method of testing the significance of the model. Cross 

validation basic idea is to divide data in a number of G groups (SIMCA default 7) and then developing 

a model devoid of one group. The model is thus used to predict the deleted group and the error 

(difference between actual and predicted variable) is evaluated. This procedure is repeated G times. 

Finally the sum of squares of these errors, from all steps, is evaluated to form Press (Predictive 

residual sum of squares). 

 

 

               
 

 

 

 

(20) 

Where,  

  : Actual variable from the deleted group  

    : predicted variable from the developed model  

   

Thus, Q2 is calculated as follows  

 
 

               
  

(21) 

 

There is a trade-off between R2 and Q2. In fact R2 and Q2 vary differently with increasing model 

complexity (increasing number of principal components). R2 increases rapidly toward unity as model 

complexity increases. Although a high R2 doesn’t necessarily indicate a high Q2. The reason is that Q2 

does not approach unity as model complexity increases. In reality Q2 will increase with model 

complexity at the beginning of a simple model. Then when it reaches a certain level of model 

complexity it will not improve any further. It starts to decrease which indicates that the predictive 

ability is degrading. The desire is in fact the identification of the region, where there is an optimal 

balance between R2 and Q2. Figure 8 illustrates the behavior of R2 and Q2 with increasing model 

complexity. A good model has, thus both R2 and Q2 large. Generally, Q2>0.5 is regarded as good and 

Q>0.9 as excellent.  Furthermore, Q should always be slighter smaller than R. In fact a difference 

larger than 0.2-0.3 between Q and R indicates the presence of many irrelevant model terms or a few 

outlying data points.  

To determine whether or not the model is reliable, cross validation alone is not enough.  In fact the 

cross validation has also its limitation. It assesses only the predictive power, but it cannot provide the 

statistical significance of the evaluated predictive power. In order to conclude if a predictive power 

(Q2Y) value of a PLS model is significant, one has to perform the response permutation validation. 

This technique is known as validate in SIMCA. The technique applies a random re-order of Y-data 

whilst X-data are left intact. A new PLS model is evaluated for the permuted and the corresponding 

values of Q2Y and R2Y are calculated. Hence, Q2Y- and R2Y values of the original- and re-ordered 
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model are compared. If the original PLS model results did not occur by chance, i.e. if the model is 

valid, then Q2Y- and R2Y values of the re-ordered model should be less significant than the original 

model. However, if the PLS model occurred by chance, i.e. if the model is invalid, then Q2Y and R2Y 

values of the reordered model are close to those of the original model. This process of Y-data’s 

permutation and recalculation of Q2Y and R2Y is reiterated a number of times (the reiteration in 

SIMCA goes up to 999).  

 SIMCA has a plot, namely validate plot that summarizes results of the response permutation testing.  

The plot evaluates the Pearson correlation coefficient3 between the original and reordered Y-data, for 

each re-ordering. Figure 9 Illustrates a validate plot for powder blend 564.Y-axis represents R2Y/Q2Y 

values of all PLS models, including the real one, and X-axis represents Pearson correlation 

coefficients. The R2Y and Q2Y values for the original model are always found in the right hand of the 

plot at correlation 1; this is because it correlates with itself. One regression line is fitted through the 

set of R2Y and another line through the set Q2Y. Hence, for a model to be valid the original R2Y and 

Q2Y values have always to be higher than the corresponding permuted values. However, the 

experience has shown that a model is valid if following criteria are satisfied: 

 Interception between the regression line R2Y and Y-axes is below 0.3-0.4  

 Interception between the regression line Q2Y and Y-axes is below 0.05 

 

 

Figure 8: Trade-off between R2 and Q2. The vertical axis corresponds to the mount of explained or predicted variation and the horizontal 
axis depicts the model complexity. The circled area is the optimal balance zone between R2 and Q2 [1] 

Hence, it can be concluded by looking at Figure 9 that the PLS model for 564 powder blend’s Hc is 

valid according to the intercepts references. 

                                                           
3
 It is a measure of the linearity relation’s strength between two variables and range from -1 to 1, where -1 and 

1 indicate perfect negative and positive linear relationship respectively.   
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Figure 9 : Powder 564 from powder blend Validate plot  

 

In SIMCA-P, PLS method can be selected and performed on data. In order to interpret the results 

various plot can be drawn. The most interesting plots that can be screened are Score-, loading-, and 

regression coefficients plot. SIMCA allows one to plot several types of score- and loading- diagrams. 

However, this report presents three types of score plots and one type of loading plot: 

 Score plot t1 vs.t2  

 Score plot u1 vs.u2 

 score plot t1 vs. u1 

 loading plot w*c1 vs. w*c2 

Score plot t1 vs.t2 shows how observations are projected on plane of principal components in X 

space. SIMCA draws an elliptical confidence interval based on HotellingT2 (T distribution). Score plot 

u1 vs. u2 displays how observations are projected on plan of principal components in Y space. Score 

plot t1 vs. u1 shows how well X- variables correlate to Y -variables. In fact, Score plot reveals the 

possible presence of outliers and groups in data. Figure 10 and Figure 11 illustrate score plot t1 vs.t2 

and u1 vs. u2 respectively for blend powder data set. The data are color-coded according to the 

Powder type. It is obvious that data are clustered according to the powder type. That indicates 

essentially the presence of groups in data. The score plot t1 vs. u1 can also illustrates the presence of 

groups but the main objective of it is to check if there are any outliers in the model. In PLS this plot 

shows X and Y- variables the relationship. A good fit is indicated by a small scatter around a straight 

line. An observation situated far-away from the straight line is thus an outlier. It has to be deleted in 

order to optimize the model. Figure 12 illustrates t1 vs. u1 plot for powder 564. It is clear that 

observation 757 is situated fall away from the straight line. Hence, that observation is taken as an 

outlier. 
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Figure 10: Score Plot of powder blend data. The data is color-coded according to the type of powder. In the figure is obvious that data is 
grouped according to the powder type. This indicates presence of group in the  data set.  

 

 

Figure 11 : u1 vs. U2 score plot of powder blend data. The data is color-coded according to the type of powder. In this figure also the 
presence of groups in data  set is obvious 
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Figure 12: Score plot for powder 564. The plot shows that observation 757 is an outlier. 

 

The loading plot shows however how x-variables relate to y- variables. Interpreting this plot is a bit 

tricky but a special technique can be used. One has first to choose which response(Y-variable) is of 

importance. From the chosen response a line that passes through the origin is traced and all other 

variables are projected on the drawn line. The positive part is situated from origin toward the chosen 

response and the negative part is in the opposite direction; from the origin. Hence, Variables with 

projections on the positive side are positively correlated to the chosen response and negatively 

correlated if they are on the negative side. In addition the degree of correlation depends on the 

distance between origo and the projection point. For instance, in Figure 13 D is strongly positive 

correlated to Y whereas A is strongly negative correlated to Y.  

 

 

Figure 13: illustrate technique used for interpreting a loading plot. A and B variables are negative correlated to Y-variable whereas E and 
D variable are positive correlated to Y. Moreover A is strongly negative correlated than B and D is strongly positive correlated to Y than 
E. 
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The coefficient plot gives a simple interpretable representation of X- and Y-variables relations. In fact, 

the plot illustrates how the input variables affect the output.  Coefficients magnitude can be 

expressed in several ways, but scaled and centered as well as unscaled coefficients are used in this 

report.  

From a center and scaled coefficient plot one can determine if the coefficient is significant or non-

significant. One has to understand here that significant doesn’t mean important as in normal English. 

It means that an occurrence is probably true. Hence, saying that we have confidence interval or level 

of 95 % means that the occurrence has a probability of 95% to be true to occur. Figure 14 below 

illustrates a coefficient plot of powder 564 at 95% confidence level. The green bar chart’s length 

represents the coefficient’s magnitude for a corresponding X-variable. Y-axis represents the respond 

variable; Hc.  A longer bar means strong correlation. Variables with a bar above zero represent 

positive correlation with a response (here is Hc or Com), while those with bar below the zero 

represent negative correlation with the response.  Each bar chart has a black line that indicates the 

confidence interval. A coefficient is significant if the confidence interval does not cross zero. For 

instance, the coefficient of furnace (9) is significant and positive correlated with Hc, whereas 

coefficient of Furnace (13) is non-significant and negative correlated with Hc.  

 

 

Figure 14: A center and scared coefficient plot for powder 564’s Hc. The green bar chart length is the magnitude of coefficient. The black 
bar indicates the confidence interval. 
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4. Methodology 
 

This work consisted of two data sets, a Production data set (results for powders when used to 

manufacture production orders) and a Powder-manufacture data set (containing powder pulp data 

and powder blend data sets). Both data sets were analyzed by MVDA (multivariate data analysis) 

techniques, namely PLS analysis.  MVDA techniques are used in SANDVIK for studying various 

processes. The methods have always provided a good understanding of how various systems works 

or are influenced by theirs surrounding. The challenge, at the beginning, was to get the basic 

understanding of multivariate analysis and be familiar with computer software, SIMCA. Although all 

calculations were done by a computer understanding MVDA was indeed very useful since it indicated 

why the technique is so popular. 

SIMCA and Excel were two main tools used in this project. The Data used in this analysis were 

extracted from POSST data base and collected in two excel files. The first excel file had powder blend 

data and the second excel file hade the pulp- and blend pulp data. The first- and second part of data 

were for one year- and three years period (2010-2011 and 2008- 2011) respectively. The data were 

then imported into SIMCA for analysis.  

In order to obtain useful information from the data a pre- processing of data was performed. The 

second part of data contained a lot of missing data (up to 50 %) which implied very poor models 

during analysis. In fact SIMCA can only tolerate a small amount of missing data. Hence, missing data 

was added and some unnecessary data were removed. After pre- processing we were left with data 

set of eleven variables in the first data file and twenty four variables in the second data file.  A 

description of data variables (data field) is provided below in Table 2 and Table 3 for the first part- 

and second part of work respectively.  

Before starting with PLS analysis field data were categorized into X and Y variables where X are 

factors variables and Y responses variables (Hc and Com). Factors variables were then divided in two 

types, qualitative4- and quantitative5 variables. PLS analysis was then performed on each powder 

type and data were screened using different multivariable analysis plot. In order to obtain useful 

information abnormal data (outliers) were identified through analyzing score plots. In fact Outliers 

were rechecked one by one before excluding them. The reason was to be sure if identified outlier 

had an anomaly or if it was not a mistake done during the data entry that could be corrected. Indeed 

the exclusion of outliers from a dataset improves the predictability.  

Since the models developed shall probably be used to control powder production, the models’ 

validity had to be analyzed. Hence, permutation validation was used as well as cross validation. 

Finally PLS regression coefficients, for each powder, were calculated in order to establish relationship 

between factors and responses. Unscaled- and uncentered regression Coefficients for the most 

sought factors are presented in the following sections.  

 

                                                           
4
  Categorical variables e.g.  position of an order in furnace (Top, Middle, Bottom) 

5
 Variables that present a measurable quantity 
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Field name Description 

Blendno A number used to identify a specific batch of powder products that are going to be sintering. 
The blend number goes from 1 to 1000 and it roll around  

Type A type of product that is manufactured 

Furnace  Each furnace has a number 

L/R   Left- and right sintering. This descriptor identifies if the electrical connection to the heating 
elements are on the same side as stack 1, 3 and 5 (L) or not (R) 

Stack Where orders are place in furnace.  Each furnace has six stacks 

Pos In furnace there is three positions top position (T), middle position (M) and bottom position (B) 

Charge 
weight 

Total weight that is sintered in a furnace 

Elap time Elapsed time before the order reported finished in sintering. It stretched from 0 to about 450 
days 

Pc_weight  Weight of a pressed product that have to be sintered 

Hc Hc- Value 

Com Com- Value 
Table 2: Data description for production data set 

 

Field name Description 

Blendno Blend number 

AGGR_HCP Value for the tungsten carbide grain size 

AGRR_BCTOT Value that shows where material lies in the structure.  

P_ovenno Furnace where a pulp has been sintered 

P_chargeno Pulp charge number is  

Com_p_r_m Pulp’s Com  Average value 

Hc_p_r_m Pulp’s Hc  Average value  

P_com_corr Pulp’s Com Corrected value is evaluated by cross- multiplication between the measured Com 
value of the “sortlikare” and the calculated Com mean of the pulp.   

P_Hc_corr Pulp’s Hc Corrected value is evaluated by cross- multiplication between the measured Hc 
value of the sortlikare and the calculated Hc mean of the pulp.   

Sortlikare Identity of powder reference pieces. It is selected in accordance with blend number powder 
which has shown stability during sintering. It  is a helpful tool to calculated Hc and Com. 

Com_slik_t Sortlikare Com target value 

Hc_slik_t Sortlikare Hc taget Value 

Hc_sl_m Sortlikare Hc average value 

Com_sl_m Sortlikare Com average value 

Miltime,h Sintering time 

P_soot_add Soot_ additive used for increasing Com 

P_W_add Wolfram additive used for increasing Hc 

Blp_ovenno Furnace where Blend Pulp has be sintered 

Blp_chargeno Blend pulp charge number 

Blp_com_c_m Blend pulp Com corrected mean value (Com’s predicted Value) 

Blp_Hc_c_m Blend Pulp Hc corrected mean value (Hc ‘s predicted value) 

Slik_com_meas Sortlikare’s  Com mean value 

Slik_Hc_meas Sortlikare’s Hc mean value 

Elap time Elapsed time 
Table 3: Data description for testing data set 
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5. Results  

Part1: Powder Blend data set (Production data sets) 
 

During manufacturing of cemented carbide products the Hc and Com values of certain production 

workorders are measured in order to check that they within specifications for the powder. The aim of 

the powder manufacture process is to have a small as possible difference between Hc and Com 

blend-data values and the Hc and Com values measured on the actual products. In other words the 

difference between values measured on workorders and blend-data values should be zero, see 

Figure 15.  

Diagram 1 illustrates different types of factors that can affect Hc and Com in production. The aim of 

this section of the thesis is to show how such factors influence the properties of the final products. 

 

 

Diagram 1 :  shows   different types of factors that probably influence Hc and Com in production. Hc and Com values are evaluated and 
then compared to the predicted ones. 

 

The following section presents results of PLS analyses over production data sets. This section clarifies 

how product proprieties are affected during sintering. The effect is evaluated by establishing linear 

regression among selected variables. Each powder blend had been analyzed and found results were 

indeed trustworthy according to cross- and permutation validation. 

5.1.   Models results 
 

PLS analysis of data sets for each powder resulted in models that explained between 67% and 50% of 

variation of Y (R2Y), with predictabilities (Q2Y) that were between 60% and 38%. Table 4 below 

provides values of R2Y and Q2Y obtained after PLS analysis for each powder. The results, in table4, 

were obtained after the exclusion of outliers where these were found.  As it has been explained 

earlier, excluding those outliers improved the goodness of fit (R2Y) and the predictability (Q2Y). 
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 In addition the table presents R2Y’s and Q2Y’s of the individual responses (Hc and Com) as well as 

number of observations and principal components (PC).   

 

Powder R2Y Q2Y R2Y (Hc)  Q2Y (Hc)   R2Y(Com) Q2Y (Com) PC Observations 
465 66.3% 59.5% 66.1% 59.0% 66.5% 59.9% 1 1906 

471 77.3% 66.4% 73.3% 68.8% 60.9% 55.4% 1 519 

477 64.5% 50.1% 75.2% 63.7% 53.7% 33.5% 2 491 

564 66.2% 55.0% 69.5% 60.5% 62.9% 49.4% 1 1286 

567 52.6% 38.3% 55.6% 41.9% 49.6% 34.1% 1 562 

570class1 73.5% 65.2% 71.0% 62.0% 76.1% 68.4% 1 267 

570class2 67.1% 55.2% 66.4% 53.0% 67.7% 57.1% 1 209 

574 56.0% 43.0% 50.7% 39.3% 61.2% 46.3% 1 1030 

580 58.4% 41.1% 65.0% 52.2% 51.8% 29.7% 1 413 

Table 4: Model overview list of Powder blend 

 

It is obvious, from Table 4, that most of powders are well modeled since theirs predictabilities are 

over 50%, except for powder 567, 574 and 580. A simple way to solve the issue of poor predictability 

could be to insert new parameters. Nevertheless, Q2Y < 50% in our case is not really bad but it could 

have been better if Q2Y > 50%. That is even proved through validity plot, see appendix 1. Results of 

analysis of individual responses also show which responses are well modeled, and which are not. 

A deeper analysis of powder 570 revealed that the data was grouped. Figure 127, in appendix 1, 

showed that Right sintering was separated from Left sintering. Hence, for a good interpretation of 

model, PLS analysis was performed on each class where class1 presents left sintering and class2 right 

sintering. 

5.1.1. Power blend’s regression coefficients  
 

The relationship between factors and responses for each powder is best shown by coefficient plots.  

Coefficients were then transformed into unscaled and uncentered data in order to quantify the 

influence of various factors upon responses. Table 5 and 6 present a summary of unscaled and 

uncentered regression coefficients. Number of factors was reduced from nearly 200 factors to 27 

significant ones. 
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 Powder 465 Powder 471 Powder 477 Powder 564 Powder 567 

Input Hc  Com Hc  Com Hc  Com Hc  Com Hc Com 

constant 20,92 8,26 22,7 5,66 17,02 5,366 13,83 6.59 12,36 8,995 

F(1) - 0,0206 -0,158 - -0.104 - -0.0735 - - - 

F(2) 0,0721 - - - - - - - - - 

F(3) - -0,0191 0,131 -0,0709 - - - - 0,0753 -0,0354 

F(4) - - -0,148 - 0.076  - - - - 

F(5) - 0,0446 - - -  - - -0,0606 0,0425 

F(6) - 0,0380 - 0,0203 -  - - - 0,0357 

F(7) -0,0669 0,0669 0,118 -0,0191 - - - - - - 

F(8) 0,0387 - 0,251 - - - - - - - 

F(9) 0,0500 -0,0463 0,0972 0,0316 - - 0,1362 -0.0160 - - 

F(10) - - 0,122 - - - -0.0723 - 0,0679 - 

F(11) - - - -0,0175 - - -0.1792 - - - 

F(13) - -0,0794 - 0,0268 - - - - - - 

F(14) -0,0787 - 0,251 0,076 - - -0.0605 - -0,1226 - 

(L/R)L - -0.0094 0,0639 - - - - - - - 

(L/R)R - 0,0094 - - - - - - - - 

Stack (1) - - - - - - - - - - 

Stack (2) 0,0264 - - - - - - - - - 

Stack (3) - - - 0,0111 -0,0090 - - - - - 

Stack (4) - - - - -0,0661 - -0.0348 - - - 

Stack (5) - - - - - - - - - - 

Stack (6) 0,0322 - - - - -0,0228 - -  -0,0183 

Pos(B) - - - - -0,0681 - - - - - 

Pos(M) - - - 0,0169 - 0,0159 - - - - 

Pos(T) - - - - - - - - - - 

Pc-wei -0,0103 0,0025 -0,0141 0,00292 - -0,00159 -0.0047 -0.0014 -0,0028 -0,0020 

Cha-wei 0,0010 0,0006 - 0,000224 -0,0014 0,00027 - - -0,0015 0,00025 

Elp-time -4,1e-6 6.3e-6 1,8e-5 -1,4e-5 2.13e-5 - -1,52e-5 5,17e-6 - 6,56e-06 

Table 5 : Values of unscaled and uncentered coefficients of powder blend data set. Note (-) dash mean no significant correlation found     
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Conclusions that can be drawn from table 5 and 6 are following: 

1. Sintering in furnace (1) reduces Hc of powder 471, 570 class1 and 580 while Com of powder 

465, 570 class1 and 580 increases.  

2. Sintering in furnace (2) has in general no impact upon com or Hc except for the powder 465 

where Hc increases. 

3. Sintering in furnace (3) increases Hc of powder 471, 477, 567, 570class1 and 580 as well as it 

reduces Com of powder 465, 471, 477 and 567. 

4. Sintering in furnace (4) reduces Hc for 471 and Com of powder 574 whereas Hc of the latter is 

increased.  

Response 

 Powder 574 Powder 570 class1 Powder 570 class2 Powder 580 

Input Hc  Com Hc Com Hc Com Hc  Com 

constant 15,84 4,58 12,05 7,83 11,69 7,96 11,68 8,32 

F(1) - - -0,1363 0,0470 - - -0,1092 0,0483 

F(2) - - - - - - - - 

F(3) - - 0,0735  - - 0,0668 - 

F(4) 0,0698 -0,0168 -  - - - - 

F(5) 0,0722 -0,0198 -0,0578 0,0342 - - - - 

F(6) - - -  -0,0690 0,0411 - - 

F(7) -0,0805 0,0244 -0,0840 0,0314 - - - - 

F(8) 0,0549 - -  - -0,0333 - - 

F(9) 0,0618 - 0,1237 -0,0446 - - 0,1128 -0,0525 

F(10) - - 0,0825 -0,0310 - - - - 

F(11) -0,0861 - -  0,1485 -0,0391 - - 

F(13) - - - -0,0207 - - - - 

F(14) -0,0692 - -0,1712 0,0492 - - -0,0842 0,0560 

(L/R)L -0,0269 - - - - - - - 

(L/R)R 0,0269 - - - - - - - 

Stack (1) - - 0,0788 - - 0,0328 - - 

Stack (2) - - - - - - - - 

Stack (3) -0,0609 0,0171 - - - - - - 

Stack (4) -0,0525 0,0179 - - - - - - 

Stack (5) - - - - - - - - 

Stack (6) 0,0921 -0,0214 - - - - - - 

Pos(B) - - - - - - - - 

Pos(M) - - - - - - - - 

Pos(T) - - - - - - - - 

Pc-wei -0,0046 - -0,0056 - - -0,0014 - -0,0015 

Cha-wei - - -0,0015 0,0002 - - - - 

Elp-time 6,80e-6 -4,64e-6 - -4,15e-6 - -3,3e-6 -8,82e-6 -5,12e-6 

Table 6 : Values of unscaled and uncentered coefficients of powder blend data set. Note (-) dash mean no significant correlation found 
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5. Sintering in furnace (5) reduces Hc of powder 477, 567 and 570class1 while Hc of powder 574 

increases. Sintering in furnace (5) increases even Com for powder 465, 477, 567 and 570class1 

while Com of powder 574 decreases. 

6. Sintering in furnace (6) reduces Hc of powder 570class2 and increases Com of powder 465, 

471, 477 and 567. 

7. Sintering in furnace (7) reduces Hc and increases Com of powder 465, 574 and 570class1. But 

this is quite the opposite for the powder 471.  

8. Sintering in furnace (8) increases Hc of powder 465, 471 and 574 and decreases Com of 

powder 570class2. 

9. Sintering in furnace (9) increases Hc of powder 465, 471, 560, 574, 570class1 and 580 as well 

as Com of powder 471. Furnace (9) decreases even Com 465, 560, 570class1 and 580. 

10. Sintering in furnace (10) increases Hc of powder 471, 477, 567 and 570class1.  Furnace (10) 

reduces even Com of powders 570class1 as well as Hc of powder 560. 

11. Sintering in furnace (11) reduces Hc of powders 560 and 574 as well as Com of powder 

570class. Furnace (11) increases even Hc of powder 570class2. 

12. Sintering in furnace (13) doesn’t affect Hc of any powder but it decreases Com of powders 

465 and 570class1 while it increases Com of powder 471. 

13. Sintering in furnace (14) reduces Hc of powders 465, 477, 560, 567, 574, 570class1 and 580.    

Furnace (14) increases also Com of powders 471, 570class1, 580 and Hc of powder 471.    

14. Left- and right sintering reduces and increases respectively Com of powder 465 while. The 

same impact is also noticeable on Hc of powder 574. Moreover Left sintering increases 

powder 471 Hc. 

15. Placing orders in stack (1) increases Hc of powder 571class1 and Com of powder 571class2.  

16. Placing orders in stack (2) increases Hc of powder 465. 

17. Placing orders in stack (3) increases com of powders 471 and 574 but decreases Hc of the 

latter powder. 

18. Placing orders in stack (4) decreases Hc of powder 560 and 574 as well as com of the latter 

increases. 

19. Placing orders in stack (5) has no effect upon Hc or Com in all furnaces. 

20. Placing orders in stack (6) increases Hc of powders 465 and 574 while Com of powders 477, 

567 and 574 decreases. 

21. Positioning orders in the milder of furnaces increases com of powder 476 whilst positioning 

orders on bottom or on top does not affect Hc or Com.  

22. Increasing piece weight reduces Hc of all powders with the exception of powder 570class1 

and 580 which their Hc is not affected. Increasing piece weight increases even com of 

powders 465 and 471 while Com of powders 477, 567, 560, 567, 570class1 and 580 is reduces. 

23. Increasing the total charge weight increases Hc and Com of powders 465, Com of powders 

471, 477, 567, and 570class1, while it reduces Hc of powders 477, 567 and 570class1. 

24. Hc of powder 465, 560 and 580 reduces as elapsed time increases whereas Hc of powder 471 

and 574 increases. Also Com of powder 465, 477,560, 567 increases as elapsed time increases 

while Com of powder 471, 574, 570, 580 reduces. 
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In summary a response variable (Hc or com) of various powders can be affected differently by an 

individual factor i.e. if a factor influences negatively a certain response (Hc or Com) of a powder type, 

it doesn’t imply that all types of powder are going to be affected in the same manner (negatively). 

For instance Furnace (7) negatively influences Hc of powder 465 whilst Hc of powder 471 is affected 

positively. In fact a factor impact, upon a response, depends on powder type, thus some powders are 

more sensitive than others. In addition to the directions of correlation (positive- or negative 

correlation) the effect's quantity for different parameters is obvious. For example sintering powder 

471 in Furnace (6) increases Com by 0.0203 coercivity units on average. Sintering in stack 3 of 

Furnace (6) increases by a further 0.0111 units to a total of 0.0314 units. Hence, that can lead to a 

value of Com located out of the preferred tolerance range. Therefore consideration of those 

quantities should probably help to understand the impact of each factor on responses and facilitate 

the achievement of desired product. 

Caution: The unscaled and uncentered coefficients are very difficult to interpret due to the 

differences in units among these variables. Hence, the use of these coefficients can possibly lead to 

an error or to an unbalanced model. It is thus recommended to perform experiments in order to 

confirm their accuracy. 

Part 2: Pulp- and Blend pulp data set (Testing data set) 
 

During powder production a small sample of the milled “pulp” is taken at the end of the initially 

predicted milling time.  The pulp sample is a mixture of the powder components (WC, other carbides, 

and cobalt), PEG6 and milling fluid (ethanol). The pulp is dried and the resulting powder is pressed 

and sintered. After sintering the Hc and Com values of the pulp specimens are measured along with 

those measured on reference specimens (the “sortlikare”) sintered in the same furnace charge. The 

sortlikare have a given Hc and Com value and the difference between this and that measured on the 

actual pieces in the charge along with the pulp specimens are calculated. The Hc and Com values for 

the pulp specimens are then corrected by the same amount. The corrected Hc and Com values for 

the pulp specimens are then used to calculate a final milling time and also if W- or C- additives should 

be added to adjust Com. Additions of W are to reduce Com and C to raise Com.  

At this point the decision is made to manufacture the rest of the powder batch using the corrected 

milling times and additional W- or C- additions that are the result of the pulp-test. At the end of this 

process pulp from all ball-mills are dried sequentially. At this stage new powder samples are taken, 

pressed and sintered and what is now known as the Blend parameters (Blp) measured. These include 

Hc, Com and a large number of other parameters that Insert production requires to correctly 

produce products. Diagram 2 illustrates steps to the predicted properties of a product. 

As part of general quality control routines Hc and Com measurements are made on randomly chosen 

production orders after sintering. If these values are outside of delivery specifications the material is 

either re-worked (re-sintered) or rejected. It is now that it can be discovered that a given batch of 

powder does not have the Hc and Com values expected, see Figure 15.  

                                                           
6
 PEG, polyethyleneglycol, is added to give the pressed bodies a “green” strength. 
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Diagram 2:  Illustrates steps to predicted Hc (Blp_Hc) and Com (Blp_com) .   

 

 The aim of this part of the thesis is to try to understand why we can suddenly get such large 

deviation between Hc and Com values predicted from pulp-test for the Blend specimens and in 

reality, i.e. on production orders. 

Selected variables are represented in Table 3 where Y-variables are Blp_Hc_c_m and Blp_Com_c_m 

and the rest are X-variables.  

 

 

Figure 15 : Shows the difference between blend- test Hc/Com and that measured in production on the powder 564. The expectation is a 
variation around zero. It is obvious in many cases that the Hc Blp is much larger/smaller than the expected.    
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The data set of this work had as well different types of powders. Hence PLS analysis was performed 

on each type of powder data set. The results were indeed worthless at the beginning as the following 

section demonstrated that. 

5.2. Models Results 
 

The Pulp- and Blend- data set has a number of missing values, more that 50%. Hence, initial PLS 

analysis resulted in very poor models. Data rework was carried out in order to obtain better models 

that could be trusted. However, even the new models developed were still unreliable.  Table 7 

illustrates the calculated values of R2Y and Q2Y for each powder. It is clear that there are quite large 

gaps between R2Y and Q2Y.  As it has been explained earlier, Q2Y should always be slighter smaller 

than R2Y so that difference between R2Y and Q2Y should not exceeded 0.2-0.3. In fact the large gap 

between R2Y and Q2Y indicates that a developed model is weak or over fitted.  However a model can 

be weak but still reliable. 

To be convinced that a model can still be used although it is weak one has to investigate model 

validity. Therefore validation plots were constructed, but unfortunately all plots still indicated that 

the developed models are inconsistent i.e. the PLS fitted models could not be used in the real- world. 

Figure 168 to Figure 179 in appendix 2 illustrate typical validation plots. As it was explained earlier, 

for a model to be valid two criteria have to be fulfilled, the R2Y- intercept should not exceed 0.3-0.4 

and Q2Y- intercept should not exceed 0.05. Hence, from the later mentioned figures it is obvious that 

R2Y is over 0.4 and that implies the models are invalid. 

 

 

Powder R2Y Q2Y R2Y(Hc) Q2Y(Hc) R2Y(Com) Q2Y(Com) PC Obs. 
477 98% 61% 99% 73 % 99% 37% 4 77 
479 94% 33% 97% 45% 92% 13% 3 46 
564 99% 63% 99% 51% 99% 62% 4 109 
567 99% 75% 99% 67% 99% 77% 5 111 
570 97% 58% 97% 48% 96% 65% 2 54 
574 - - - - - - 0 70 
580 99% 78% 99% 78% 98% 74% 4 52 

Table 7 : Model overview list of pulp and pulp blend data set 

 

The inconsistency of the models is due to too few observations and too many qualitative variables 

i.e. too many degrees of freedom.  R2Y increases rapidly to 1 as the number of degrees of freedom 

increases causing over-fitting of the model. To solve this issue one has either to augment the number 

of observations or omit some qualitative factors with a large number of free parameters. However 

omitting a variable implies losing a part of information as well as weakening the model.  

Since it would take time to obtain new observations the best decision that could be made was to 

omit a number of variables that had parameters with large degrees of freedom. The following 

qualitative factors; Blendno, P_chargeno and Blp_chargeno, were selected and excluded from the 
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data. The idea was to extract the minimum information that could be acquired from the data set. PLS 

analysis was then performed on the new data sets. Developed models were of course weak but some 

of them could hopefully generate minimum information. Table 8 presents the new R2Y and Q2Y 

values calculated for each powder.  

 

Powder R2Y Q2Y R2Y(Hc) Q2Y(Hc) R2Y(Com) Q2Y(Com) PC Obs. 
477 29% 23% 57% 47% 0.046% -1.5% 1 77 
479 39% 1.4% 48% 7.3% 28% -4,6% 1 46 
564 21% 3.9% 7.5% -1.7% 34% 9.6% 1 109 
567 49% 28% 33% 10% 64% 45% 2 111 
570 65% 34% 58% 35% 72% 34% 2 54 
574 - - - - - - 0 70 
580 58% 40% 58% 40% 59% 40% 1 52 

Table 8 : Model overview list of new pulp-and blend pulp data sets 

 

It’s obvious from Table 8 that new models are very poor and this is, as expected, the consequence of 

omitting some factors. R2Y and Q2Y of the individual response are also listed in this table. Hence, one 

can see how each response is modeled. For instance it is noticeable that there is almost no 

correlation (R2Y (com) = 0.046%) for powder 477’s Com and of course that implies that the model is 

unpredictable. It is also obvious that powder 479’s Com has very poor correction (R2Y (Com) = 28%) 

and its predictability (Q2Y (Com) = -4.6%) is negative which indicates also that its model is 

unpredictable. According to the cross validation, the validity of powder 570 was suspect since the 

difference between R2Y and Q2Y was still higher than 30%. Permutation validity, the validation plot, 

emphasized that powder 570 was indeed not valid as illustrated in Figure 200 - Figure 201. The R2Y 

regression line intercepts Y-axes at a value over 0.4 which indicates that the modeling was occurring 

by chance. Validation plots for those powders with positive predictability (Q2Y) models revealed that 

they were valid although weak, see Figure 192 to Figure 197 and Figure 202 to Figure 203 in appendix 

2. 

5.2.2 Pulp and pulp blend‘s regression coefficients 
 

Finally Coefficient plots for the valid models were screened and regression coefficients were 

quantified in order to visualize the effect that factors had upon responses. Table 9 lists quantified 

Coefficients and the direction of their impact on responses. 
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Powder typer BP 477 BP 479 BP 564 BP 567 BP 580 

Output Hc Com Hc Com Hc Com Hc Com Hc Com 

$constant 11,96 5,30 21,548 4,586 14,35 6,055 9,211 11,209 11,058 8,478 

P_ovenno(2) - - - - - 0,039 - -0,177 - - 

P_ovenno(5) 0,090 - - - - - - - - - 

P_ovenno(20) - - - - - - - - 0,043 -0,022 

Blp_Ovenno(2) 0,044 - - - - - - - - - 

Blp_Ovenno(4) - - 0,095 - - - - - - - 

Blp_Ovenno(5) - - - - - - - - -0,226 0,115 

Blp_Ovenno(7) - - - - - - -0,310 0,221 - - 

Blp_Ovenno(13) - - - - - - - - 0,063 - 

Blp_Ovenno(20) - - - - - - - - 0,031 -0,016 

Sort(477-112) -0,062 - - - - - - - - - 

Sort(477-803) 0,041 - - - - - - - - - 

Sort(580-797) - - - - - - - - 0,044 -0,022 

Sort(580-845) - - - - - - - - -0,037 0,019 

AGGR_HCP 0,081 - - - - - - - - - 

Com_p_r_m -0,110 - - - - 0,044 - - 0,180 -0,092 

Hc_p_r_m 0,077 - - - - -0,006 - - -0,104 0,053 

P_Com_corr -0,152 - - - - 0,046 - - 0,317 -0,162 

P_Hc_corr 0,087 - - - - -0,006 - - -0,112 0,057 

Com_slik_t -0,133 - - - - - - - -0,622 0,317 

Hc_slik_t 0,101 - - - - - - - 0,191 -0,097 

Com_sl_m  - - - - - - - -0,076 0,039 

Total milltime, h -0,014 - - - - 0,005 - - - - 

P_soot_add 0,488 - - - - - -0,859 0,637 - - 

P_W_add -0,111 - - - - - - - - - 

Blp_Slik_Com_meas -0,114 - 0,430 - - - - - - - 

Blp_Slik_Hc_meas 0,083 - -0,071 - - - - - 0,126 -0,064 

Table 9 : Values of unscaled and uncentered coefficients of pulp and pulp blend data set. Note (-) dash mean no significant correction 
found.  

 

Conclusions which can be drawn from Table 9 are following: 

1. Having Sintered samples (pulp) of powder 564 and 567 in furnace (2) have an impact on their 

final predicted products’ (pulp blend) Com namely predicted value of  Com for powder 564  

increases, but that for powder 567 reduces.  

2. Having sintered samples (pulp) of powder 477 in furnace (2) makes that its predicted value of 

Hc   to be increased. 

3.  Having sintered the sample (pulp) of powder 580 in furnace (20) makes its predicted value of 

Com to be reduced whilst Hc is increased. 

4. Sintering powder 477 in furnace (2) increases predicted value of Hc. 

5. Sintering powder 479 in furnace (4) increases predicted value of  Hc. 

6. Sintering powder 580 in furnace (5) increases predicted value of Com but reduces that of Hc. 

7. Sintering powder 567 in furnace (7) increases predicted value of com but that of reduces Hc. 

8. Sintering powder 479 in furnace (13) increases predicted value of Hc. 

9. Sintering powder 580 in furnace (20) increases predicted value of Hc. 

10. The use of sortlikare 477-112 during testing of powder 477 reduces predicted value of Hc but 

the use of sortlikare 477-803 increases the predicted value of Hc. 
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11. The use of sortlikare 580-797 during testing of products from powder580 reduces predicted 

value of com and increases that of Hc. However the use of sortlikare 580-845 incerases 

predicted value of Hc and reduces that of Com instead. 

12. The grain size of tungsten carbide (GRR_HCP) increases predicted value of Hc for powder 

477. 

13.  Method for the evaluation of Com samples mean value (Com_p_r_m) and its corrected 

value reduces the predicted value of Hc for powder 477 and that of Com for powder 580. 

However, the predicted value of com for powder 564 and that of Hc for powder 580 

increase. 

14.   Hc samples mean value (Hc_p_r_m) and its corrected value increases powder 477 Hc and 

powder 580 Com. However com of powder 564 and Hc of powder 580 reduce.  

15. Com sortlikare target value reduces Hc of powder 477 and powder 580 while Com of the 

latter powder increases. 

16. The technique of using Hc sortlikare target value increases the predicted value of Hc for 

powder 477 and that of powder 580 while the predicted value of Com for the latter powder 

reduces. 

17. The sintering time reduces the predicted value of Hc for powder 477 whilst that of Com for 

powder 564 increases. 

18. The use of Soot additive increases Hc of powder 477 and Com of powder 567 while Hc of the 

latter reduces. 

19. The use of Wolfram additive reduces the predicted value of Hc for powder 477. 

20. Com sortlikare mean value reduces the predicted value of Hc for powder 477 whilst that of 

Hc for powder 479 increases. 

21. Evaluating Hc sortlikare mean value increases the predicted value of Hc for powder 477 and 

powder 580 but reduces that of powder 479 as well as Com of powder 580. 

 Briefly extracted information from the analysis emphasizes once more that furnaces have various 

impact on Hc and Com. Besides the method and decisions adopted in testing has a considerably 

impact on the final predicted  properties of the final products. For instance it was noticed that the 

manner of evaluating sample corrected value of Hc  or Com (P_Hc_corr and P_Com_corr) and the use 

of additive, have a direct impact on the predicted values of Com and Hc (Blp_Com and Blp_Hc).  

The quantified effect of each significant factor is obvious in Table 9. For example having sintered the 

sample of powder 477 in Furnace (5) will increase Hc by 0.090 coercivity units on average. Having 

used a reference piece (sortlikare) (477-803) for the evaluation of Hc and Com will increase Hc by a 

further 0.041 to a total of 0.131 units, which can possibly  lead to a value that is far from the 

tolerance range. The consequence of choice of furnace, evaluation method and take decisions are 

now apparent.  

Once again, one has to keep in mind that the use of quantified coefficients can lead to an unbalanced 

model. Hence, these coefficients should only be used if they have been supported by experiment. 

Due to the weakness of the models an attempt to find other results that would support the results 

was made. The various loadings weights obtained were compared with the aim of finding factors that 

affect responses in the same manner for all powders.  
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In particular loadings weights are more comparable, compared to regression coefficients, as they are 

evaluated from one PC (principal component) whilst coefficients are calculated with regard to the PC 

number in a model.  

Table 10 and Table11 illustrate loading weights that shown to influence the predicted values in the 

same direction for the four powders. The loading weights with red background indicate that they are 

not significant. Blue indicates that the weights were significant at a 90% of confidence-level and 

green are those that were significant at a 95 % confidence-level. 

 

Var ID (Primary) P 564.w*c[1] P477.w*c[1] P567.w*c[1] P580.w*c[1] Min Max 

AGGR_BCTOT 0,131 0,149 0,062 0,231 0,062 0,231 

P_ovenno(14) 0,047 0,064 
0,001 

0,112 0,001 0,112 

P_soot_add 0,020 0,166 
0,421 

0,268 0,020 0,421 

Slik_Com_targ 0,126 0,062 
0,007 

0,219 0,007 0,219 

Table 10 : Illustrates loadings weights values for powder 564, 477, 567 and 580 when Com is the response variable. The loadings weights 
calculations were performed in SiMCA. Presented factors shown to have the same direction of influence. The green background indicate 
that the calculated weights are significant at 95% confidence interval, the blue indicate that weights were significant at 90 % confidence 
and the red indicate that weights were not significant . 

 

Var ID (Primary) P 564.w*c[1] P477.w*c[1] P56.w*c[1] P580.w*c[1] Min Max 

Blp_Ovenno(10) 0,185 0,076 0,127 0,050 0,050 0,185 

Blp_Ovenno(9) 0,098 0,102 0,046 0,040 0,040 0,102 

Com_sl_m -0,019 -0,142 -0,051 -0,035 -0,142 -0,019 

Hc_sl_m 0,009 0,150 0,187 0,063 0,009 0,187 

Slik_Hc_targ 0,026 0,191 0,109 0,143 0,026 0,191 

Table11 : Illustrates loadings weights values for powder 564, 477, 567 and 580 when Hc is the response variable. The loadings weights 
calculations were performed in SiMCA. Presented factors shown to have the same direction of influence. The green background indicate 
that the calculated weights were significant at 95% confidence interval, the blue indicate that weights were significant at 90 % 
confidence and the red indicate that weights were not significant. 

Hence, it can be concluded, from table 11, that there is great probability that factor slik_Hc_targ 
always increases the powders Hc values. For the other factors it’s too difficult to draw any conclusion 
since the majority of factors have no significant weights. 
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6. Conclusion and discussion 
 

Performing a multivariate analysis on powder blend data sets (part 1) clarified, at 95% of confidence 

interval, the impact of chosen factors upon Hc and Com. The extracted and displayed information 

from data proved that responses (Hc, Com) of each powder blend reacted in its own way upon 

factors. In other words some powders are more influenced than others. Developed models were well 

explained, predicted and reliable 

PLS analysis on the Testing data set resulted in over-fitted models. The main reason for this was that 

the data set contained both too few observations and too many qualitative factors. A data rework, by 

omitting some qualitative factors, was performed in order to reduce over-fitting. This gave us models 

that were very weak, but probably were more reliable. Despite the weakness of models it was once 

again noticed the considerable impact of “Furnace” on the properties of the finished powder. In 

addition, the MVA modeling has shown that the method we use to control powder manufacture by 

use of a correction factor based upon the expected values for the sortlikare has a direct influence 

upon Hc and Com values evaluated from the pulp-test. Any unexpected discrepancy in sortlikare 

values will roll-over to the pulp-test. Note that as the models were weak the effect of several factors 

became insignificant. If the data-set had contained more observations one might have seen that 

several of these factors had influenced responses.  

An attempt was made to obtain more support for the above conclusions by analyzing loadings 

weights. Thus, for those powders that had reliable models their loadings weights were compared in 

order to see if the factors affected these in a similar manner/direction. It was shown beyond 

reasonable doubt that the factor Slik_Hc_target always increases Hc for these four powders. 

It was hoped that we could have discovered the same influence of furnace and other qualitative 

model factors for the same powders in both Production and Testing data-sets. This would have 

permitted us to conclude with confidence the validity/invalidity of the models since two different 

data-sets would have been used to determine model coefficients. Unfortunately due to the weakness 

of the Testing data-set this comparison could not be made. Identical powders in both data-sets, i.e. 

powders 477, 567 and 580 did not show the same dependence upon qualitative factors. For example 

furnace (2) had no significant effect on Hc for the Production data-set whilst this was contrary for the 

Testing data-set. This possibly is not unexpected since we have two different data-sets i.e. different 

data-sets can have different dependencies. The issue can only be rise if they reveal identical factors 

in quite different manner then, there, the validity of that model can be doubtful. 

Although this analysis has indicated a number of relationships between factors and responses it also 

has limitations. It cannot explain causes behind effects, i.e. it was found that powder parameters are 

dependent upon a given furnace, but the origin of this dependency cannot be explained by this 

study. 

Despite the occurrence of weak models in the Testing data-set the models developed were reliable 

according to permutation validation. Hence, models in both data sets can probably be applied to 

control sintering production. Moreover, even if the analyses are found significant at the 95% level, it 
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has to be emphasized that they are still statistical assumptions. Consequently, the only way to be 

sure that the models work is by experiment. 

 

7. Suggestions  
 

Modeling invalidity in the Testing data-set (powder pulp- and pulp blend data) was in general caused 

by poor documentation of the test results. That cost us the loss of a lot of information. Therefore it is 

essential in the future not to neglect data documentation if one is to expect to gain useful 

information from analyses. In other words it is useful if this data is improved with several 

observations and reanalyzed. Moreover, recording and inclusion of other parameters that influence 

responses can be of help to develop better models that should useful in powder production.  

It has been noticed in the testing data sets that there were lack of balance among qualitative 

variables i.e. some qualitative variables were more dominating than other. For instance 

P_ovenno(20) was dominating while P_ovenno(4) was used too few times. In order to diminish noise 

in data, balance among qualitative variables is very necessary. Hence, it is essential to record data in 

view of balance among qualitative variables. 
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APPENDIX 

Appendix 1: PLS analysis of Powder Blend 
 

This appendix provides PLS analysis of each powder blend in detail. Powders are divided into three 

categories of data. 

1. Data set   without important outliers. 
2. Data set with important outliers. 
3. Data  set  with presence of groups.  
 

The impact of factors that have not been discussed in previous sections such as blend and product 

types can also be found in this section. However, only the significant coefficients for the product 

variables are presented unscaled and uncentered. As it has been explained previously unscaled and 

uncentered coefficients enable us to quantify the effect of coefficients. Blend parameters coefficients 

were not quantified because this was unnecessary. In fact the blend number is an identity number 

given to a batch of powder that is then used. Hence, checking their quantified effects does not really 

give us any information for the next production batch. If it is of interest to observe how blend 

numbers influence changes in Hc and Com then this can be easily checked through scaled and 

centered coefficient plots. Finally, validate plots are presented for each powder type. 

The presence of outliers- and groups was diagnosed by use of three types of score plots: 

1. Score plot t1 vs. t2 

2. Scores plot u1 vs.u2 

3. Score plot t1 vs. u1 

 

A1.1. Data set without important outliers 
 

The following data sets:  

1. Data set of powder 465 
2. Data set of powder 471 
3. Data set of powder 567  
4. Data set of powder 580 
 

exhibited no abnormal observations when they were investigated through score plots. 

Performing PLS analysis on those four powders provided in general well explained and well predicted 

models Figure 16 - Figure 23  illustrates how each data set of these four powders is modeled as well 

as their responses. Score plots (t1vs.t2, u1 vs. u2 and t1 vs. u1) of those four data sets illustrate no 
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abnormal observations. Figure 24 - Figure 27 show scores plots t1 vs.t2 and it is obvious that most of 

data was within the 95% confidence interval ellipse. Some data were actually situated outside the 

ellipse, but this is not unexpected. Indeed it is expected that 0.05% of data should fall outside of the 

ellipse. Plots u1 vs. u2 and t1 vs. u1, see Figure 28 - Figure 35, also contained no outliers. The data 

was well-grouped (for the case of u1 vs. u2) and was a reasonable approximation to a straight line ( 

for the case of t1. vs. u1). 

 

 
Figure 16:  Powder 465 model overview for the powder blend data 
set 

 
Figure 17:  Powder 465 responses model overview  for the powder 
blend data set 

 
Figure 18 :  Powder 471 model overview for the powder blend 
data set 

 
Figure 19 : Powder 471 responses model overview  for the powder 
blend data set 
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Figure 20: Powder 567 model overview for the powder blend data 
set 

 
Figure21:  Powder 567 responses model overview  for the powder 
blend data set 

 
Figure 22: Powder 580’s model overview for the powder blend 
data set 

 
Figure 23: Powder 580 responses model overview  for the powder 
blend data set 

 

Validate plots proved that models developed were reliable. Figure 36 - Figure 43 show that R2Y and 

Q2Y line are below 0,3 and 0,05 respectively which indicates that models are valid according to the 

validation permutation. 

The model’s weight(w*c1 vs. w*c2) and coefficient plots, see Figure 44 to Figure 71 indicated the 

impact of factors upon responses. It clear from the weight plots that Hc and Com are uncorrelated. 

Hence it is expected that Hc  and Com exhibit different regression coefficients. The coefficient-plots 

contain both significant and unsignificant factors and also indicate if they increase (up) or decrease 

(down) the Hc/Com values. Unscaled and uncentered regression coefficients of significant 

manufacturing factors are presented in Table12 to Table 15. 
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Figure 24 : Powder 465 score plot t1 vs. t2 for the powder blend  
data set 
 

 

 
Figure 25 : Powder 471 scores plot t1 vs. t2  for the powder blend 
data set 

 
Figure 26 : Powder 567 score plot t1 vs. t2 for the powder blend   
data set 
 

 
Figure 27 : Powder 580 score plot t1 vs. t2 for the powder blend   
data set 
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Figure 28: Powder 465  scores plot  u1 vs. u2 for the powder blend  
data set 

 
Figure 29: Powder 471  scores plot  u1 vs. u2 for the powder blend  data 
set 

 
Figure 30: Powder 567 scores plot  u1 vs. u2 for the powder blend  data 
set 

 
Figure 31 : Powder 580  scores plot  u1 vs. u2 for the powder blend  
data set 
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Figure 32 : Powder 465 scores plot t1 vs. u1 for the powder blend  data 
set 

 
Figure 33 : Powder 471 scores plot t1 vs. u1 for the powder blend  data 
set  

 
Figure 34 : Powder 567 scores plot t1 vs. u1 for the powder blend  data 
set  

 

Figure 35 : Powder 580 scores plot t1 vs. u1 for the powder blend  data 
set  
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Figure 36 : Validate plot of powder 465  Hc  for the powder blend 
data set 
 

 
Figure 37 : Validate plot of powder 465 Com for the powder blend 
data set 
 

 
Figure 38 : Validate plot of powder 465  Hc  for the powder blend 
data set 

 

 
Figure 39 : Validate plot of powder 471 Com for the powder blend 
data set 

 

 
Figure 40 : Validate plot of powder 465  Hc  for the powder blend 
data set 
 

 
Figure 41 : Validate plot of powder 567 Com for the powder blend 
data set 
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Figure 42 : Validate plot of powder 580 Hc for the powder blend 
data set 
 

 
Figure 43 : Validate plot of powder 580 Com for the powder blend 
data set 
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Figure 44 : Powder 465 Weight plot for the powder blend data set 

 

 
Figure 45 : Powder 471 Weight plot for the powder blend data set 

 

 

 
Figure 46 : Powder 567 Weight plot for the powder blend data set 

 

 

Figure 47 : Powder 580 Weight plot for the powder blend data set 
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Figure 48 : Powder 465  Com regression coefficients plot for the 
powder blend data set 

 
Figure 49 :  Powder 465  Hc regression coefficients plot for the powder 
blend data set 

 
Figure 50 : Powder 465  Com regression coefficients plot for the 
powder blend data set  

 
Figure 51 : Powder 465  Hc regression coefficients plot for the powder 
blend data set 

 
Figure 52 : Powder 465  Com regression coefficients plot for the 
powder blend data set 

 
Figure 53 : Powder 465  Hc regression coefficients plot for the powder 
blend data set 
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Figure 54 : Powder 471  Hc regression coefficients plot for the powder 
blend data set  

 
Figure 55 : Powder 471 Com regression coefficients plot for the powder 
blend data set 

 
Figure 56 : Powder 471  Hc regression coefficients plot for powder 
blend data set 

 

 
Figure 57 : Powder 471 Com regression coefficients plot for powder 
blend data set 

 
Figure 58 : Powder 471  Hc regression coefficients plot for the powder 
blend data set 

 

 
Figure 59 : Powder 471 Com regression coefficients plot for the powder 
blend data set 
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Figure 60 : Powder 567 Hc regression coefficients plot for the powder 
blend data set  

 
Figure 61: Powder 567 Com regression coefficients plot for the powder 
blend data set 

 
Figure 62: Powder 567 Hc regression coefficients plot for the powder 
blend data set 

 
Figure 63: Powder 567 Com regression coefficients plot for the powder 
blend data set 

 
Figure 64: Powder 567 Hc regression coefficients plot for the powder 
blend data set 

 
Figure 65: Powder 567 Com regression coefficients plot for the powder 
blend data set 
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Figure 66: Powder 580 Hc regression coefficients plot for the powder 
blend data set  

 
Figure 67: Powder 580 Com regression coefficients plot for the powder 
blend data set 

 
Figure 68 : Powder 580 Hc regression coefficients plot for the powder 
blend data set  

 
Figure 69: Powder 580 Com regression coefficients plot for the powder 
blend data set 

 

 
Figure 70: Powder 580 Hc regression coefficients plot for the powder 
blend data set  

 
Figure 71: Powder 580 Com regression coefficients plot for the powder 
blend data set 
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Variables Hc Com 

constant 20,92 8,26 

Type(91) -0,3547 0,1826 

Type(92)  0,1232 

Type(170) -0,2955 0,1568 

Type(254R) 0,1643  

Type(266R) 0,07196  

Type(345R) -0,2512 0,234 

Type(490R)  -0,06158 

Type(690-) -0,2209  

Type(800-)  -0,06859 

Type(881-) -0,2147  

Type(8900) -0,403 0,1989 

Type(BR16) -0,1518  

Type(CCMT) -0,1653  

Type(CNMG) -0,3835  

Type(L331) -0,1691  

Type(LEHT)  -0,111 

Type(N151)  0,06018 

Type(N331) -0,1169  

Type(PROD) -0,2661  

Type(R151) -0,2569 0,0584 

Type(R154)  0,09992 

Type(R166) 0,06572  

Type(R245) -0,05307 -0,1241 

Type(R290)  0,1331 

Type(R331) -0,1658  

Type(R390) 0,1277 -0,09067 

Type(R424) -0,249  

Type(R590)  -0,1964 

Type(REWO) -0,1768 0,1427 

Type(RPMC)  0,2213 

Type(VBGT) 0,2318  

Type(VBMT) 0,3187  

Type(X062) -0,1776 0,09625 

Type(X066) -0,1362 0,06178 

Type(X071) -0,1039  

Table12 : Unscaled and Uncentered coefficients of 
powder 465 

 
Variables Hc CoM 

$constant 22,7 5,66 

Type(CNMG) -0,137 0,0511 

Type(CNMX) -0,304   

Type(DCGX)   -0,0559 

Type(DNMG) 0,192   

Type(N123)   -0,0434 

Type(R245)   0,0184 

Type(R390) 0,344 0,0381 

Type(RCGX) 0,134   

Type(RCMX) -0,543   

Type(SNMG) -0,186 0,065 

Type(TCGX) 0,359   

Type(TNMG) 0,112 0,0608 

Type(VCGX) 0,179   

Type(X060)   0,0428 

Table 13 : Unscaled and Uncentered coefficients of 
powder 471 
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Variables Hc CoM 

$constant 12,36 8,995 

Type(DCMT) 0,2174  

Type(DNMG) 0,06256  

Type(N123) 0,05378  

Type(N151) 0,1048  

Type(R123)  0,04566 

Type(R151) 0,1494 -0,07417 

Type(RNMX) -0,1849 0,08713 

Type(TNMM) 0,1587  

Type(X065) -0,1293  

Type(X086) 0,1613  

Table 14 : Unscaled and Uncentered coefficients of 
powder 567 

 
Variables Hc CoM 

$constant 11,68 8,321 

Type(CCMT)  0,03567 

Type(DNMG)  -0,02582 

Type(REWO) -0,1379  

Type(SCMT) -0,1068  

Type(SNMG) -0,09455 0,02819 

Type(X071) 0,08052 -0,04195 

Table 15 : Unscaled and Uncentered coefficients of 
powder 580 
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A1.2 Data of powders with presence of outliers . 

 

This section has three Data sets: 

1. Data set of Powder 477 
2. Data set of powder 564 
3. Data set of powder 574 

 

Performing PLS analysis on the three data sets resulted in awful models. Figure 72 to Figure 77 

provide the goodness-of -fit R2Y and goodness-of- prediction Q2Y of each of the three data set’s 

models. It’s obvious that all three models have poor predication ability, Q2Y < 50. Diagnostics were 

thus executed in order to check if poor modeling was caused by outliers. Three types of score plots 

were thus drawn 

1. Score plot  t1 vs. t2 
2. Score plot u1 vs. u2 
3. Score plot  t1 vs. u1 

 

Plots revealed that models had indeed abnormal data. Figure 78- Figure 89 illustrate score plots        

(t1 vs. t2, u1 vs. u2 and t1 vs. u1) and observations Hc /Com plots (Num vs. Hc/com) for each the 

three powders data sets. It can be seen from plots u1 vs. u2 and t1 vs. u2 that there are some 

observations, marked by the red squares, far from all other data. These observations are taken as 

outliers. As it has been explained previously, excluding outliers generally improve the model. Before 

excluding these outliers they were first rechecked and found to have Hc- and Com-values that 

deviated markedly from the average, see Figure 81, Figure 85 and Figure 89. Hence, their exclusion 

will improve powders data-set models as it can be seen in Figure 90 to Figure 95. It is evident that 

R2Y and Q2Y have been enhanced compare to previous ones. Moreover permutation validation 

showed the validity of the models; see Figure 96 to Figure 101.  

Finally the regression coefficients plots and weight plots were drawn in order to clarify the impact of 

factor variables upon responses. Figure 102 - Figure 126 illustrate coefficient- and weights-plots for 

the three powder data-sets. Unscaled and uncentered coefficients are also presented in Table 16-

Table 18 
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Figure 72 : Powder 477 model overview plot for the powder blend data 
set 

 

Figure 73 : Powder 477 responses model overview  for the powder blend 
data set 

 

Figure 74 : Powder 564 model overview plot for the powder blend data 
set 

 

Figure 75 : Powder 564 responses model overview  for the powder blend 
data set 

 

Figure 76 :  Powder 574 model overview plot for the powder blend data 
set 

 

Figure 77 : Powder 574 responses model overview  for the  powder blend 
data set 
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Figure 78 : Powder 477 score plot t1 vs. t2 for the powder blend   data set 

  

 

 

Figure 79 : Powder 477 score plot t1 vs. u1 for the powder blend   data 
set 

  

 

Figure 80 : Powder 477 score plot u1 vs. u2 for the powder blend   data 
set 

 

 

Figure 81 : Powder 477 observations vs. Hc/Com plot 
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Figure 82 : Powder 564 score plot t1 vs. t2 for the powder blend   data set 

 

 

Figure 83: Powder 564 score plot u1 vs. u2 for the powder blend   data 
set 

 

 

Figure 84 : Powder 564 score plot t1 vs. u1 for the powder blend   data 
set 

 

 

Figure 85 : Powder 564 observations vs. Hc/Com plot 
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Figure 86 :  Powder 574 score plot t1 vs. t2 for the powder blend   data 
set 

 

 

Figure 87 :  Powder 574 score plot u1 vs. u2 for the powder blend   data 
set 

 

 

Figure 88 :  Powder 574 score plot t1 vs. u1 for the powder blend   data 
set 

 

 

Figure 89 : Powder 574 observations vs. Hc/Com plot 
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Figure 90 : Powder 477 new model overview plot for the  blend data set 

 
Figure 91 :  Powder 477 responses new model overview plot for the 
powder blend  data set 

 
Figure 92 :  Powder 564 new model overview plot for the  blend data set 

 
Figure 93 : Powder 564 responses new model overview plot for the 
powder blend  data set 

 
Figure 94 :  Powder 574 new model overview plot for the powder blend 
data set 

 
Figure 95 :  Powder 574 responses new model overview plot for the 
powder blend  data set 
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Figure 96 : Validate plot of powder 477 Hc for the powder blend 
data set 

 
Figure 97 : Validate plot of powder 477 Com for powder blend 
data set 
 

 

 
Figure 98 : Validate plot of powder 564 Hc for the powder blend 
data set 
 

 
Figure99 : Validate plot of powder 564 Com for the powder blend 
data set 
 

 
Figure 100 : Validate plot of powder 567 Hc for the powder blend 
data set 
 

 
Figure 101 : Validate plot of powder 574 Com for the powder 
blend data set 
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Figure 102 : Powder 477 weight plot  for the powder blend data set 

 

 

Figure 103 :   Powder 564 weight plot for the powder blend data set 

 

 
Figure 104 :Powder 574  weight plot for the powder blend data set 
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Figure 105 : Powder 477 Hc regression coefficients plot for the  powder 
blend data set 

 
Figure 106 :  Powder 477 Com regression coefficients plot for the  powder 
blend data set 

 
Figure 107 :  Powder 477 Hc regression coefficients plot for the  powder 
blend data set 

 
Figure 108 :  Powder 477 Com regression coefficients plot for the  powder 
blend data set 

 
Figure 109 :  Powder 477 Hc regression coefficients plot for  the powder 
blend data set 

 
Figure 110 :  Powder 477 Com regression coefficients plot for the  powder 
blend data set 
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Figure 111 : Powder 564 Hc regression coefficients plot for powder blend 
data set 

  
Figure 112 :  Powder 564 Com regression coefficients plot for the powder 
blend data set 

 

  
Figure 113 :  Powder 564 Hc regression coefficients plot for the powder 
blend data set 

 

  
Figure 114 :  Powder 564 Com regression coefficients plot for the  powder 
blend data set 

 
Figure 115 :  Powder 564 Hc regression coefficients plot for  the  powder 
blend data set 

   

 
Figure 116 : Powder 564 Com regression coefficients plot for  the  powder 
blend data set 
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Figure 117 :  Powder 564 Hc regression coefficients plot for  the powder 
blend data set 

 
Figure 118 :  Powder 564 Com regression coefficients plot for  the powder 
blend data set 

 
Figure 119 :  Powder 574 Hc regression coefficients plot for  the powder 

blend data set 

 
Figure 120 :  Powder 574 Com regression coefficients plot for the  powder 

blend data set 

 
Figure 121 :  Powder 574 Hc regression coefficients plot for the  powder 
blend data set 

 
Figure 122 :  Powder 574 Com regression coefficients plot for the powder 
blend data set 
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Figure 123 :  Powder 574 Hc regression coefficients plot for the  powder 
blend data set 

 
Figure 124 :  Powder 574 Com regression coefficients plot for the  powder 
blend data set 

 
Figure 125 :  Powder 574 Hc regression coefficients plot for the  powder 
blend data set 

 
Figure 126 :  Powder 574 Com regression coefficients plot for the  powder 
blend data set 
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Variables Hc Com 

$constant 17,02 5,366 

Type(92)   0,03598 

Type(266R) 0,2525   

Type(DNMG) -0,2934   

Type(SPC3) 0,139   

Type(TR-D) 0,2839   

Type(WNMG) -0,2136 0,02088 

Type(X063) -0,3689   

Type(X075)   0,03975 

Table 16 : unscaled and uncentered coefficients for 
Powder 477 

Variables Hc Com 

$constant 13,82 6,59 

Type(CNMG) -0,06151 0,01271 

Type(DCMT) 0,1762   

Type(DCMX) 0,2198   

Type(DNMG) 0,07003   

Type(N123)   -0,02458 

Type(RCMX)   0,01391 

Type(SNMM) -0,09839   

Type(TNMG)   -0,01664 

Type(VBMT) 0,1471 0,02214 

Type(VCMT) 0,1766   

Type(WNMF) -0,3557   

Type(X066)   -0,05912 

Type(X071)   -0,05935 

Type(X089) -0,2748   

Table 17 : unscaled and uncentered coefficients for 
Powder 564 

variables Hc Com 

$constant 15,84 4,584 

Type(DCMT) 0,1057   

Type(DCMX) 0,1459   

Type(LNMX) -0,2309   

Type(RCMX) -0,1111 0,01788 

Type(X089) -0,119 0,04664 

Table 18 : unscaled and uncentered coefficients for 
Powder 574 
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A1.3 Data set that showed presence of groups  

 

This section contains the data-set for powder 570. Performing PLS analysis on it demonstrated the 

presence of two groups as shown by Figure 127. It is obvious that observations from right-handed 

furnaces are separated from those from left-handed furnaces. Right- and left-furnaces (RH and LH) 

were then classified in two classes, where class1 contained LH-data and class2 RH-data. A new PLS 

model was thus fitted to each class and results showed that both classes were well modeled. Figure 

128 - Figure 131 illustrate R2Y and Q2Y of each class. Neither class had any important outliers. In 

scores plots, Figure 132 - Figure 137, it is clear that data is grouped around a straight-line. Regression 

coefficients- and weights plots for every class were then screened and revealed the relationship 

between factor- and response-variables shown in Figure 142-Figure 155. Table 19 -Table 20 illustrate 

the influence of product type variables upon Hc and Com. 

 

 

Figure 127 :  Powder 570 scores plot t1 vs. t2 for the powder blend 
data set. Green dots present right sintering and red dots present 
left sintering 
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Figure 128 : Powder 570 left sintering model overview plot for  the 
powder data set 

 

Figure 129 :  Powder 570 left sintering responses model overview 
plot for the  powder data set 

 

Figure 130 :  Powder 570 right sintering model overview plot for  
the powder blend data set 

 

Figure 131 :  Powder 570 right sintering responses model overview 
plot for  the powder blend  data set 
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Figure 132 :  Powder 570, left sintering, scores plot t1 vs. t2 for  
the powder blend  data set 

 

Figure 133 :  Powder 570, right sintering, scores plot t1 vs. t2 for  
the powder blend data set 

 

Figure 134 :  Powder 570, left sintering, Scores plot u1 vs. u2 for 
the powder blend data set 

 

Figure 135 :  Powder 570, right sintering, scores plot u1 vs. u2 for  
the powder blend data set 

 

Figure 136 :  Powder 570, left sintering, scores plot t1 vs. u1 for  
the powder blend data set 

 

Figure 137 :  Powder 570 right sintering scores plot t1 vs. u1 for  
the powder  blend data et 
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Figure 138 : Validate plot of powder 570class1 Hc for the powder 
blend data set 

 

 
Figure 139 : Validate plot of powder 570class1 Com for the 
powder blend data set 

 

 
Figure 140 : Validate plot of powder 570class2 Hc for the powder 
blend data set 

 

 
Figure 141 : Validate plot of powder 570class2 Com for the 
powder blend data set 
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Figure 142 :  Powder 570 class1 Weight plot for  the  powder blend data 
set 
 

 
Figure 143 :  Powder 570 class2Weight plot for the  powder blend data 
set 
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Figure 144 : Powder 570 class1 Hc regression coefficients plot for  
the powder blend data set 

 

Figure 145 : Powder 570 class1 Com regression coefficients plot 
for the  powder blend data set 

 

Figure 146 : Powder 570 class1 Hc regression coefficients plot for 
the  powder blend data set 

 

Figure 147 : Powder 570 class1 Com regression coefficients plot 
for  the powder blend data set  

 

Figure 148 : Powder 570 class1 Hc regression coefficients plot  for 
the powder blend data set 

 

Figure 149 : Powder 570 class1 Com regression coefficients plot  
for  the powder blend data set 
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Figure 150: Powder 570 class2 Hc regression coefficients plot for the  
powder blend data set  

 
Figure 151: Powder 570 class2 Com regression coefficients plot for  
the powder blend data set 

 
Figure 152: Powder 570 class2 Hc regression coefficients plot for the 
powder blend data set 

 
Figure 153: Powder 570 class2 Com regression coefficients plot  for 
the powder blend data set 

 
Figure 154: Powder 570 class2 Hc regression coefficients plot for the 
powder blend data set 

 
Figure 155: Powder 570 class2 Com regression coefficients plot for 
the powder blend data set 
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Variables Hc 

$constant 12,05 

Type(TR-V) 0,3139 

Type(DCMT) 0,1393 

Type(VBMT) 0,07382 

Table 19 : unscaled and uncentered coefficients of Powder 570 class1 

 
 

Variables Hc CoM 

$constant 11,69 7,96 

Type(CNMG) -0,1106   

Type(DCMT) 0,1555   

Type(SNMG)   -0,04593 

Type(UVT4) -0,2515 0,106 

Table 20 : unscaled and uncentered coefficients of Powder 570 class2 
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Appendix 2:   Pulp- and Pulp Blend data set (Testing data set) 
 

This section has PLS analysis result figures for pulp- and pulp blend-data sets (Testing data). The pulp- 

and pulp blend data set had six different powder compositions: 

 Powder 477 

 Powder 479 

 Powder 564  

 Powder 567 

 Powder 570  

 Powder 580.  

Three different types of plots are presented for each powder for before and after the exclusion of 

qualitative factors that had several degrees of freedom. The figures presented in this section are the 

following: 

 Overview plot  

 Validate plot 

 Coefficient plot 
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Figure 156: Powder 47 model overview plot for the testing data 
set. 

 

 

Figure 157: Powder 477 model overview plot for the responses for 
testing data set. 

 

 

Figure 158 : Powder 479 model overview plot for the testing data 
set 

 

Figure 159 :  Powder 479  responses model overview plot for the 
testing data set 

 

Figure 160 : Powder 564 model overview plot for the testing data 
set 

 

Figure 161 : Powder 564 responses model overview plot for the 
testing data set 
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Figure 162 : Powder 567 model overview plot for the testing data 
set 

 

Figure 163: Powder 567 responses model overview plot for the 
testing data set 

 

Figure 164. Powder 570 model overview plot for the testing data 
set 

 

Figure 165 :  Powder 570 responses model overview plot for the 
testing data set 

 

Figure 166 : Powder 580 model overview plot for the testing data 
set 

 

Figure 167 : Powder 580 responses model overview plot for the 
testing data set 
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Figure 168 : Powder 477 Hc validate plot of for the testing data set 

 

Figure 169 : Powder 477 Com validate plot of for the testing data set 

 

Figure 170 : Powder 479 Hc validate plot of for the testing data set 

 

Figure 171 : Powder 479 Com validate plot of for  the testing data set 

 

Figure 172 : Powder 564 Hc validate plot of for the  testing data set 

 

Figure 173 : Powder 564 Com validate plot of for  the testing data set 
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Figure 174 : Powder 567 Hc validate plot of for the testing data set 

 

Figure 175 : Powder 567 Com validate plot of for the testing data set 

 

Figure 176 : Powder 570 Hc validate plot of for the  testing data set 

 

Figure 177 : Powder 570 Com validate plot of for the testing data set 

 

Figure 178 Powder 580 Hc validate plot of for the testing data set 

 

Figure 179 : Powder 580 Com validate plot of for the testing data set 
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Figure180 : Powder 477 new model overview plot for the testing data set 
after the exclusion of qualitative factor with high level of freedom 

 

 

Figure 181 :  Powder 477 responses new model overview plot  for the 
testing data set after the exclusion of qualitative factor with high level of 
freedom 

 

 

Figure 182 :  Powder 479 new model overview plot for the testing data 
set after the exclusion of qualitative factor with high level of freedom 

 

 

 

 

Figure 183 :  Powder 479 responses new model overview plot for the 
testing data set after the exclusion of qualitative factor with high level of 
freedom 
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Figure 184 :  Powder 564 new model overview plot for the testing data 
set after the exclusion of qualitative factor with high level of freedom 

 

 

Figure 185 :  Powder 564 responses new model overview plot for the 
testing data set after the exclusion of qualitative factor with high level of 
freedom 

 

 

Figure 186 :  Powder 567 new model overview plot for the testing data 
set after the exclusion of qualitative factor with high level of freedom 

 

 

 

Figure 187 :  Powder567 responses new model overview plot for the  
testing data set after the exclusion of qualitative factor with high level of 
freedom 
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Figure 188 :  Powder 570 new model overview plot for the testing data 
set after the exclusion of qualitative factor with high level of freedom 

 

 

Figure 189 :  Powder 570 responses new model overview plot  the for 
testing data set after the exclusion of qualitative factor with high level of 
freedom 

 

 

Figure 190: Powder 580 new model overview plot for the testing data set 
after the exclusion of qualitative factor with high level of freedom 

 

 

Figure 191 :  Powder 580 responses new model overview plot for the for 
testing data set after the exclusion of qualitative factor with high level of 
freedom 
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Figure 192 : Powder 477 Hc new validate plot  for the testing data 
set after the exclusion of qualitative factor with high level of 
freedom 

 

Figure 193 : Powder 477 Com new validate plot  for the testing data set 
after the exclusion of qualitative factor with high level of freedom 

 

Figure 194 Powder 479 Hc new validate plot  for the testing data 
set after the exclusion of qualitative factor with high level of 
freedom 

 

Figure 195 : Powder 479 Com new validate plot  for the testing data set 
after the exclusion of qualitative factor with high level of freedom 

 

Figure 196 : Powder 564 Hc new validate plot  for the testing data 
set after the exclusion of qualitative factor with high level of 
freedom 

 

Figure 197 : Powder 564 Com new validate plot  for the testing data set 
after the exclusion of qualitative factor with high level of freedom 
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Figure 198 : Powder 567 Hc new validate plot  for the testing data 
set after the exclusion of qualitative factor with high level of 
freedom 

 

Figure 199 : Powder 567 Com new validate plot  for the testing data set 
after the exclusion of qualitative factor with high level of freedom 

 

Figure 200. Powder 570 Hc new validate plot  for the testing data 
set after the exclusion of qualitative factor with high level of 
freedom 

 

Figure 201 : Powder 570 Com new validate plot  for the testing data set 
after the exclusion of qualitative factor with high level of freedom 

 

Figure 202 : Powder 580 Hc new validate plot  for the testing data 
set after the exclusion of qualitative factor with high level of 
freedom 

 

Figure 203 : Powder 580 Com new validate plot  for the testing data set 
after the exclusion of qualitative factor with high level of freedom 
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Figure 204 : Powder 477 Hc Regression coefficients plot for the  testing 
data set 

 

Figure 205 : Powder 477 Com Regression coefficients plot for the  
testing data set 

 

Figure 206 : Powder 479 Hc Regression coefficients plot for the  testing 
data set 

 

Figure 207 : Powder 479 Com Regression coefficients plot for the  
testing data set 

 

Figure 208 : Powder 564 Hc Regression coefficients plot for the  testing 
data set 

 

Figure 209 : Powder 564 Com Regression coefficients plot for the  
testing data set 
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Figure 210 : Powder 567 Hc Regression coefficients plot for the  testing 
data set 

 

 

Figure 211 : Powder 567 Com Regression coefficients plot for the  
testing data set 

 

Figure 212 : Powder 570 Hc Regression coefficients plot for the  testing 
data set 

 

Figure 213 : Powder 570 Com Regression coefficients plot for the  
testing data set 

 

Figure 214 : Powder 580 Hc Regression coefficients plot for the  testing 
data set 

 

Figure 215 : Powder 580 Com Regression coefficients plot for the  
testing data set 
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